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Along with Ano-Mag, Consolidated Coil Converter, lnc.,
takes full advantage of its job shop capabilities with a
unique approach to coil to coil processing.

Along with Ano-Mag, Consolidated Coil
Converter, lnc. takes full advantage of its job
shop capabilities with a unique approach to coil
to coil processing. Along with a fully dedicated
anodizing line for coil to coil finishing, the
system offers alternatives to piece and part
processing familiar to most manufacturing
facilities. The process line can provide the
following options as well:

Coil Cleaning of any strip Chem-Film

Full anodized edge on precision
manufactured strip

Color anodizing

In addition to the anodizing system there is an
in line coil coating line capable of applying
basic paints and varnishes along with high end
aerospace and industrial finishes such as BR
1 27 corrosion inhibitor.
The infrared oven is capable of finishes for the
following specifications:

Coil to coil coating

Baking Enamel, paint, varnish, aerospace

From .00015" to .020" thick

.725" to 24.00: coil width
Nickel Steel / Hot water seal
.500" to 24.00" coil width

ln house slitting services along with strips conditioning are available. Materials from aluminum, stainless steel, copper and exotics
pass trough our single source production system to create a finished product, which eliminates the two or three typical vendors
one needs to accommodate a coated, anodized or enhanced look to any material.

Throughout the development of Ano-Mag and all of our fine
coil products, we have found what damages more magnets
more often than heat.......... Shipping Companies.
Ano-Mag coils are unique and delivered ready to install, so
shipping them worldwide has its specific challenges. Coils
are shipped daily throughout the US and abroad; having a
unit damaged or destroyed can challenge customer and
vendor alike, so each coil or set of Ano-Mag coils is custom
crated for your protection.

Every shipment is considered for its unique purpose, so
custom crating and one-off pallets are fabricated to withstand
the rigors of truck, rail, ocean or air with no compromise to
build quality. Illustrated are the minimum expectations you
should have when ordering Ano-Mag or any of our other coil
products offered.
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